Blade Clipper Wahl 3 Hole

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

The 1005 3 Hole Blade is the standard replacement blade set for the Wahl: Senior, Cordless Designer, Vacuum Clipper, Pilot, and Designer Collec$on. Sterling:
Nugget, Sterling 1 Plus, Cordless Sterling 4 and Sterling 4, making it ideal for
many of the clippers in your Wahl Professional collec$on. The 1005 3 Hole Blade
is designed for standard oﬀ-scalp clipper cu+ng and blending. Package contains
(1) Wahl Professional Adjusto-Lock (1mm – 3mm) Clipper Blade set #1005, oil,
screws & instruc$ons. Blades made in the U.S.A

Wahl Designer Blade 1005-100 3 Hole

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

The Wahl Professional 1005-100 3 Hole Adjusto-Lock Clipper Blade is a replacement blade set for Wahl: Designer, Senior, Cordless Designer and Pilot, making it
ideal for many of the clippers in your Wahl professional collec$on. The 1005-100
3 Hold Adjusto-Lock blade is designed for oﬀ scalp clipper cu+ng and blending.

Blade Clipper WAHL 2 HOLE

1005-100

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

The 1006 2 Hole Blade is designed to ﬁt the Wahl: Super Taper, Super Taper II ,
Icon, Pro Basic. Sterling: Sterling 9. Package contains (1) Wahl Professional 1mm
– 3mm Standard 2 Hole Clipper Blade #1006, oil, screws, and instruc$ons. Works
with Wahl Professional Super Taper, Super Taper II, Icon, Pro Basic, and Sterling
9. Made in the USA

Blade Trimmer WAHL Standard Detailer/

1005

1006

T & J Price

$17.50

Salon Value

$0.00

The 1062-600 Adjustable T-Blade set is intended for professional use only and is
designed to deliver the sharp performance that experts demand. This is the
standard replacement blade set for WAHL: Detailer. 5 Star: 5 Star Hero, 5 Star
Razor Edger and G Whiz. Sterling: Sterling Deﬁni$ons. Package contains (1) Wahl
Professional T Shaped Trimmer Blade Set #1062, oil, screws & instruc$ons. Trimmer around the face, ears, and neck line with the t-shaped blade. These blades
are adjustable to a zero-overlap for a precision close cut. Made in the USA.

1062-600

WAHL 100 Year Cordless Clipper

T & J Price

$196.00

Salon Value

$229.00

Introducing the limited edi$on 100 Year Anniversary Clipper! This clipper comes
with an all-metal housing with a heavy-duty, high impact solid vintage look and
feel. It comes equipped with the tradi$onal taper blade set (1006) perfect for
tapering and blending. Powerful rotary motor (6400-6900rpm) with higher blade
speed and higher stalled torque. Equipped with a lithium-ion baEery (70+ minute
run $me), this clipper runs corded or cordless for your preference. Thank you for
celebra$ng 100 years of tradi$on with us!

Wahl Tatoo Trimmer Blade

T & J Price

$18.50

Salon Value

$18.50

The 2041 Design Blade is speciﬁcally designed for detailed hair taEooing. It
reaches $ght areas with ease and accuracy so you can get the perfect line every
$me. Ideal for facial hair and design, this blade allows you to get crea$ve while
keeping clean lines. Create all kinds of designs that you and your customers will
love to keep them coming back. Adjustable with zero overlap capabili$es. Package contains (1) Wahl Professional Design Trimmer Blade Set #2041, oil, screws
& instruc$ons. Fits 5 Star Series Cordless TaEoo Trimmer. Blades made in the
U.S.A.

Blade Trimmer WAHL Peanut Standard

2041

T & J Price

$18.50

Salon Value

$18.50

The Wahl Professional Standard Peanut Snap-On Clipper/Trimmer Blade is intended for professional use only and is designed to deliver the sharp performance that experts demand. Holding clipper/trimmer ﬁrmly, push blades away
from front of clipper. Blades will come oﬀ in one piece. Then place boEom tab of
blade chassis into space provided in trimmer housing and snap into place. Package contains (1) Wahl Professional Standard Peanut Snap-On Clipper/Trimmer
Blade #2068-1001. Wahl: Black Peanut. Sterling: Bullet. Detachable blade allows
for easy maintenance and replacement. Made in the USA.

Blade Clipper Wahl 2 Hole 6 x 0 Balding

1919

2068

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

The 2105 of Balding Blade provides you with an ultra-close, full size trim for
serious precision on a large scale. It is ideal for outlining and full head balding.
The results will keep your customers returning $me aLer $me. Package contains
(1) Wahl Professional Balding 6X0 Clipper Blade set #2105, oil, screws & instruc$ons. This is the standard replacement blade set for 5 Star Series Balding Clipper.
Blades made in the U.S.A

2105

Wahl Magic Clip Stagger Tooth Blade

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

The Stagger Tooth Blade is designed to ﬁt your Wahl Professional 5 Star Cordless
Magic Clip #8148 to give you a reliable and secure ﬁt. The unique Stagger-Tooth
2 Hole Clipper Blade is designed to blend hair and create texture while cu+ng.
This blade is also designed to create seamless blends when hard or soL line
fading. Package contains (1) Wahl Professional Stagger Tooth 2 Hole Clipper
Blade #2161, oil, screws, and instruc$ons. Works with the Wahl Professional 5
Star Cordless Magic Clip (#8148). Made in the USA.

Blade Clipper WAHL 2 HOLE 2191 Zero Gap

2161

T & J Price

$17.95

Salon Value

$18.50

Compe$$on Series Blade - 3.5 8mm

2191

Blade Trimmer WAHL 5 Star Detailer Dou-

T & J Price

$18.50

Salon Value

$18.50

The 2215 Adjustable T-Wide Blade is speciﬁcally designed to provide an extremely close trim. It creates a crisp, clean line that will keep your customers coming
back. The extended blade cu+ng area produces faster results for ul$mate eﬃciency. Ideal for facial hair and design, it allows you to get crea$ve while keeping
clean lines. The t-wide blade is ¼” wider than Wahl’s standard t-blade with adjustable with zero-overlap capabili$es. Fits the 5 Star Detailer

Cordless Detailer Blade Detach T Wide

2215

T & J Price

$21.66

Salon Value

$26.00

The 2227 Detach T-Wide Blade is speciﬁcally designed to provide an extremely
close trim. It creates a crisp, clean line that will keep your customers coming
back. The extended blade cu+ng area produces faster results for ul$mate eﬃciency. Ideal for facial hair and design, it allows you to get crea$ve while keeping
clean lines. The t-wide blade is ¼” wider than Wahl’s standard t-blade with adjustable with zero-overlap capabili$es. Detach feature allows for easy maintenance and replacement. Fits 5 Star Cordless Detailer.

2227

WAHL LIQUID LATHER 12 OZ

T & J Price

$9.95

Salon Value

$0.00

From Wahl Professional’s line of products, the ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather is
intended for professional use only with the Wahl ’19 Liquid Lather Machine.
Wahl’s ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather solu$on is ready-to-go right out of the boEle,
simply our in, heat up, and you are ready to go! Available in two sizes, our lather
contains vitamin E to soothe the skin, making it suitable and beneﬁcial for sensi$ve skin types. To use Wahl Professional ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather, remove the
lid of your Wahl ’19 Liquid Lather Machine, take out the retaining boEle, and
unscrew the pump. Fill boEle up to (but not past) the ﬁll line with liquid lather.
Allow to heat for 50 minutes for op$mal use. Wahl ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather
(#68907-100) comes in a re-sealable 64 ounce boEle and a 12 ounce boEle

WAHL LIQUID LATHER 64 OZ

T & J Price

$29.95

Salon Value

$0.00

From Wahl Professional’s line of products, the ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather is
intended for professional use only with the Wahl ’19 Liquid Lather Machine.
Wahl’s ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather solu$on is ready-to-go right out of the boEle,
simply our in, heat up, and you are ready to go! Available in two sizes, our lather
contains vitamin E to soothe the skin, making it suitable and beneﬁcial for sensi$ve skin types. To use Wahl Professional ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather, remove the
lid of your Wahl ’19 Liquid Lather Machine, take out the retaining boEle, and
unscrew the pump. Fill boEle up to (but not past) the ﬁll line with liquid lather.
Allow to heat for 50 minutes for op$mal use. Wahl ’19 Premixed Liquid Lather
(#68907-100) comes in a re-sealable 64 ounce boEle and a 12 ounce boEle

Wahl Hot Lather Machine

68907100

T & J Price

$143.10

Salon Value

$159.00

Take your shaving game to the next level with the Wahl ‘19 Hot Lather Machine.
This machine warms but doesn’t overheat, is easy to reﬁll, and is ready to be
used daily. It heats completely in 50 minutes and lets you know when it’s ready
with a blue indicator light. It also features a removable internal liquid pump and
boEle for hassle-free maintenance that requires simple cleaning with soap and
water. For your convenience, the ’19 Hot Lather Machine (#68908) comes with
an internal liquid pump and boEle, an addi$onal bonus liquid pump, a 12 oz.
boEle of pre-mixed Wahl Liquid Lather, and opera$ng instruc$ons. The Wahl
Professional ’19 Hot Lather Machine measures 9 inches high and weighs 1 lb. 6
oz. To use, simply remove boEle from machine, unscrew the pump, ﬁll to (but

Wahl 5 Star Shaver Replacement Foil And

68907

68908

T & J Price

$18.95

Salon Value

$0.00

The 5-Star Shaver/Shaper Replacement Foil and CuEer Bar Assembly is your all-in
-one replacement package for the 5-Star Shaver/Shaper (#8061-100). This shaver
cuts razor close for the ul$mate ﬁnishing job on a variety of cuts. Designed to get
the closest shave possible without being painful or irrita$ng, the replacement
package includes gold foil which prevents bumps and cuEer bar assembly for a
like-new shaver. Compa$ble only with the 5-Star Shaver/Shaper (#8061-100)

7031-100

Shaver FOIL ONLY 5 Star WAHL 7031-200

T & J Price

$14.99

Salon Value

$0.00

The 5-Star Shaver/Shaper Replacement Foil provides replacement foil for the 5Star Shaver/Shaper (#8061-100). This shaver cuts razor close for the ul$mate
ﬁnishing job on a variety of cuts. Designed to get the closest shave possible without being painful or irrita$ng, the replacement package includes gold foil which
prevents bumps and cuEer bar assembly for a like-new shaver. Compa$ble only
with the 5-Star Shaver/Shaper (#8061-100)

Wahl Finale Shaver Replacement Foil And

T & J Price

$18.95

Salon Value

$0.00

The 5-Star Finale Replacement Foil and CuEer Bar Assembly is your all-in-one
replacement package for the 5-Star Finale Shaver (#8164). This shaver cuts razor
close for the ul$mate ﬁnishing job on a variety of cuts. Designed to get the closest shave possible without being painful or irrita$ng, the replacement package
includes gold foil which prevents bumps and cuEer bar assembly for a like-new
shaver. Compa$ble only with the 5 Star Finale Shaver (#8164)

Wahl Finale Shaver Replacement Foil

7043

T & J Price

$14.99

Salon Value

$0.00

The 5-Star Finale Replacement Foil provides replacement foil for the 5-Star Finale
Shaver (#8164). This shaver cuts razor close for the ul$mate ﬁnishing job on a
variety of cuts. Designed to get the closest shave possible without being painful
or irrita$ng, the replacement package includes gold foil which prevents bumps
for a like-new shaver. Compa$ble only with the 5 Star Finale Shaver (#8164)

Shaver WAHL 5 Star 8061

7031-200

7043-100

T & J Price

$59.95

Salon Value

$79.00

More than just a shaver, this ﬁnishing tool oﬀers an appealing aesthe$c in addi$on to top-notch precision. It comes with a rechargeable baEery that can keep
the rotary motor running at full speed for up to 60 minutes per charge. For your
convenience, the 5-Star Series Shaper/Shaver comes with all accessories required for use. Great for use on the face, head, and neckline.

8061-100

Trimmer WAHL 5 Star T Wide Detailer Bur-

T & J Price

$57.60

Salon Value

$64.00

Your barber’s favorite precision trimmer: the 5 Star Detailer. This tool is designed
for extremely close trimming, crea$ng crisp clean lines, facial hair detailing and
design, and detailed hair taEooing. Equipped with a t-wide blade (1/4” wider
than a standard Wahl t-blade), the extended blade cu+ng area produces faster
cu+ng results, convenient for both you and your clients. It’s all in the details
with this precision barber trimmer!

Wahl 5 Star Balding Clipper

T & J Price

$54.00

Salon Value

$60.00

The 5 Star Balding Clipper is a barbershop must-have. With a powerful electromagne$c motor that cuts twice the speed of pivot motors, the 5 Star Balding
Clipper oﬀers barbers and stylists a surgically-close cut, making it perfect for
quick, precise, and eﬀortless skin and bald fades. For your convenience, the 5Star Balding Clipper comes with all accessories required for use. Get the cleanest
bald fades with this unique clipper by Wahl Professional!

Wahl Cordless Magic Clip

8110

T & J Price

$96.30

Salon Value

$107.00

The 5-Star Cordless Magic Clip is designed to deliver the sharp performance that
experts demand with the freedom of a cordless clipper. The magic is in the
blades! The Cordless Magic Clip features a high precision stagger-tooth 2161
blade with crunch technology. This cordless tool oﬀers superior speed and ease
of use, a convenient taper lever for easy fading and blending, and a lithium ion
baEery for a 90+ minute run $me per charge. It also has a cord/cordless cu+ng
capability. Pick up your new favorite cordless clipper today! Available in black
and gold for limited $me!

WAHL BLACK AND GOLD Cordless Magic Clip

8081

8148

T & J Price

$96.30

Salon Value

$0.00

The 5-Star Cordless Magic Clip is designed to deliver the sharp performance that
experts demand with the freedom of a cordless clipper. The magic is in the
blades! The Cordless Magic Clip features a high precision stagger-tooth 2161
blade with crunch technology. This cordless tool oﬀers superior speed and ease
of use, a convenient taper lever for easy fading and blending, and a lithium ion
baEery for a 90+ minute run $me per charge. It also has a cord/cordless cu+ng
capability. Pick up your new favorite cordless clipper today! Available in black
and gold for limited $me!

8148-1000

WAHL Cordless Detailer OLD LEVER STYLE

T & J Price

$92.60

Salon Value

$103.00

Your favorite barber trimmer has gone cordless! The Cordless Detailer features
an adjustable t-wide blade to produce quicker and more precise cu+ng results.
The mul$ posi$on blade is capable of achieving anything from a soL trim to a
hard line with a simple ﬂick of the lever. The con$nuous lever adjustment with
aEachments enables blending and tapering for high quality results and sa$sﬁed
clients every $me. Cut the cord, but keep the precision with the 5 Star Cordless
Detailer!

Wahl Finale Shaver Lithium Black

T & J Price

$85.50

Salon Value

$90.00

More than just a shaver, the 5 Star Finale is the ul$mate ﬁnishing tool. The Finale
is powered by a lithium-ion baEery that can keep the rotary motor running at full
speed for 90+ minutes per charge and works corded or cordless. The 5 Star Finale is designed for ﬁnishing and blending bald fades, cleaning up hair and neck
lines, elimina$ng stray hairs, and bump-free shaving! Drop your straight razor
and pick up the ul$mate ﬁnishing tool today!

WAHL Cordless Detailer LI

8164

T & J Price

$125.00

Salon Value

$139.00

The barber’s favorite trimmer has gone cordless! This professional quality USAmade unit is for everyday use in the busy barbershop or salon. The cordless
Detailer Li comes equipped with an extremely close cu+ng t-wide blade designed for detailing and ﬁne line trimming, a lithium ion baEery with 100-minute
run $me, and a heavy duty recharging stand with a unique swivel cord rota$on
feature.

Trimmer WAHL 5 Star Detailer Black

8163

8171

T & J Price

$57.60

Salon Value

$64.00

Trimming is all in the details! The Wahl Detailer is a lightweight, rotary motor
powered t-blade trimmer. Equipped with an adjustable t-blade, the Wahl Detailer is excellent for precision trimming around the face, ears, and neckline. The
Wahl Detailer is designed for facial hair detailing and design and comes with
three aEachments combs. This trimmer is also great for hair taEooing! Take your
barber game to the next level with the Wahl Detailer trimmer!

8290

WAHL Senior Clipper

T & J Price

$91.20

Salon Value

$96.00

We call it the Senior for a reason, it’s our oldest clipper! Exclusive to the USA, the
Wahl Senior clipper is our most powerful v9000 electromagne$c motor and is
designed for a busy day in the shop. This heavy duty clipper comes with a metal
boEom housing for a sturdy, durable grip. The Wahl Senior clipper is excellent
for tapering, blending, and fading. Try out your barber’s favorite clipper today!

WAHL METAL Cordless Magic Clip

8500

T & J Price

$162.00

Salon Value

$179.00

Special Limited Edi$on Metal Magic Clip with premium guides

8509

WAHL Peanut Trimmer

T & J Price

$52.24

Salon Value

$58.00

The Wahl Black Peanut is our number one selling professional trimmer in the
USA. This lightweight unit comes with a detachable blade for easy cleaning and
maintenance. The Wahl Black Peanut is a compact, rotary motor powered tool
that is versa$le and can be used as both a clipper and a trimmer. It also is a great
beard trimmer! Use the 4 provided aEachment combs to keep your clients’
beard at their desired length. The Wahl Black Peanut is designed in a Peanut-like
body style for beEer grip and comfort. Feel the power in the palm of your hand
with the Wahl Black Peanut!

Wahl Beret Trimmer

8655

T & J Price

$68.40

Salon Value

$76.00

The Wahl Beret Trimmer gives you the convenient feature of both cord and
cordless use and is powered by a lithium ion baEery for a 2 hour run $me. The
snap on blades provide high precision accuracy for a clean line and cut and are
easy to clean and maintain. Made in the U.S.A., this lightweight rechargeable
trimmer is a stylists dream!

8841

Trimmer WAHL Hero 5 Star

T & J Price

$52.20

Salon Value

$56.00

Not all heroes wear capes! Corded and powerful, the 5 Star Hero Trimmer cuts
hair with speed and ease. It features a t-blade, ﬁts in the palm of your hand for
op$mal control and comfort, and is perfect for lining, artwork, and crea$ng
custom styles. Superpowers not needed to operate this powerful, mini t-blade
trimmer!

Wahl 8 Pack Cu=ng Guides

8991

T & J Price

$16.65

Salon Value

$0.00

WA78517

